**THE HELMET**

**PUTTING ON**

**USING THE ROLL TEST FOR GAPS**

**FIT TAPE**

**CHECK FOR GAPS**

**THE ROLL TEST**

**PROPER USE**

**PRE-FLIGHT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS**

**R.E.D. INSPECTION CRITERIA**

**THERE’S NO FOOL-PROOF WAY TO DETERMINE WHEN A HELMET SHOULD BE REPLACED, BUT THERE ARE A FEW GENERAL GUIDELINES**

**Look for:**
- Visible cracking or gouging of the outer plastic shell.
- Visible cracks or damage to the EPS foam liner.
- Any areas of compressed EPS foam in the liner greater than 2 inches in diameter.
- Ask the user (or their parent or guardian) “Was this helmet involved in any significant impact while you (or your child) were using it?” If so, ask for more details.

**NOTE: IF THERE IS ANY DOUBT OR QUESTION WHETHER A HELMET HAS BEEN IMPACTED HARD ENOUGH TO COMPROMISE ITS ABILITY TO PROTECT THE USER, REPLACE IT. THIS IS SOMEONE’S HEAD WE’RE TALKING ABOUT.”**

**MODEL** | **SIZE** | **MEASUREMENT** | **COLOR**
---|---|---|---
Buzzcap | XS | 51-54cm | Orange
Skycap | S | 54-56cm | Blue
Skycap | M | 56-59cm | Red
Skycap | L | 56-61cm | Yellow